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Abstract—This paper presents the general approach, design, implemen-
tation, and evaluation of NetCamo, a system to prevent traffic analysis in
systems with real-time requirements. Integrated support for both security
and real-time is becoming necessary for computer networks that support
mission critical applications. This study focusses on how to integrate both
the prevention of traffic analysis and guarantees for worst-case delays in an
internetwork. We propose and analyze techniques that efficiently camou-
flage network traffic and correctly plan and schedule the transmission of
payload traffic so that both security and real-time requirements are met.
The performance evaluation shows that our NetCamo system is effective
and efficient. By using the error between target camouflaged traffic and the
observed (camouflaged) traffic as metric to measure the quality of the cam-
ouflaging, we show that NetCamo achieves very high levels of camouflaging
without compromising real-time requirements.

Keywords— Network Security, QoS, Traffic Analysis, Traffic Rerouting
and padding, Anonymous Communication

I. INTRODUCTION�
N this paper, we discuss the design, implementation, and
evaluation of NetCamo, a software toolkit that is capable of

preventing traffic analysis while guaranteeing worst-case delays
in computer networks for mission critical applications.

Traditionally, encryption has played an important role in net-
work security. However, it is a misconception that to secure a
network, one only needs to encrypt the traffic. With increasing
amounts of traffic being encrypted and its contents therefore be-
ing beyond the reach of effective cryptanalysis, attention is shift-
ing towards traffic analysis, and the prevention thereof. Traffic
analysis is a security attack where an intruder observes network
traffic in order to infer sensitive information about the applica-
tions and/or the underlying system. This form of attack is harm-
ful because significant information about operation modes can
be inferred by appropriately monitoring the pattern of traffic. It
can, for example, uncover the location of command centers, de-
termine the state of alertness of various units, or detect covert in-
formation flows to or from apparently non-involved parties [33].
In addition, effective traffic analysis is well known to greatly
help the cryptanalysis efforts [33]. It is therefore important to
develop means to render traffic analysis efforts ineffective.

Traffic analysis can be prevented by camouflaging the pay-
load traffic, i.e., manipulating the traffic so that its pattern is not
related, for an observer, to the operational status of applications.
To achieve this, an integration of the following measures should
be used:� Traffic Padding. Additional packets (called padding packet)
my need to be properly inserted into payload packet streams to
camouflage them.
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� Traffic Re-Routing. Usually, packets from one host to another
are sent via one fixed path. In order to prevent traffic analysis,
a stream of traffic between two hosts may need to be re-routed
through multiple paths in order to camouflage the traffic.

The challenge of this study is that we deal with the problem
of preventing traffic analysis in the context of mission critical
system where the worst-case delay of payload packets needs to
be guaranteed. This is not possible when the network is indis-
criminately flooded by padding traffic.

Delay guarantees are realized by adopting a connection-
oriented communication service model in conjunction with ad-
mission control during connection establishment. Before an ap-
plication can transmit a flow of packets to another, a connec-
tion admission request is made, and the connection is admitted
only if the delay requirements of both new and existing connec-
tions can be met. To achieve the prevention of traffic analysis in
conjunction with delay guarantees, the design of our NetCamo
system enhances the connection admission control module in
order to perform both traditional admission control and traffic
planning for camouflaging. We propose and analyze an efficient
algorithm that is able to select a set of feasible routes for a con-
nection so that (1) the delay requirements can be met and (2) the
traffic can be correctly camouflaged.

After admission control and rerouting decisions have been
made in the traffic planner, the traffic must be correctly padded
to camouflage it. The padding algorithm is therefore critical for
the performance of NetCamo, as it directly impacts the qual-
ity of traffic camouflaging. Furthermore, because it deals with
each payload packet, the padding algorithm should not cause too
much overhead We addressed these issues in the design of the
padding algorithm used in NetCamo.

NetCamo has been realized in our laboratory in the Depart-
ment of Computer Science at Texas A&M University. A thor-
ough performance evaluation has been carried out. Performance
data we collected indicate the system design objectives have
been achieved:� NetCamo effectively camouflages the traffic and hence pre-
vents traffic analysis. We will show that the difference between
targeted camouflaged traffic patten and real traffic patten is typi-
cally very small. In practice, this makes it extremely difficult for
an observer to analyze the traffic and obtain status information
of applications that are using the network.� NetCamo does not compromise on delay guarantees. We mea-
sure the probability of real-time connections being admitted.
Using this measure, we compare NetCamo with a system that
does not do prevention of traffic analysis. The data shows that
both systems have virtually identical performance in terms of
admission capability.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II dis-
cusses the related work while Section III presents the network
and traffic models we use. In Section IV, the methodologies
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we propose to use in NetCamo is discussed in detail. Imple-
mentation of NetCamo is presented in Section V. Performance
evaluation is carried in Section VI. Section VII summaries the
paper with a discussion on future extensions.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we survey previous work that is related to our
study. Recently, there have been several reports on anonymous
communication. The essence of anonymous communication is
to hide sender identity and/or receiver identity from outside ob-
servers. The design, analysis, and implementation of systems
that can provide untraceable email services [6], [18] or web
browsing [1], [2], [17], [31], [37] anonymity have been reported.
[13], [20], [30], [37] study how to provide anonymous connec-
tion oriented services. We note that the majority of these studies
on anonymous communication do not directly address preven-
tion of traffic analysis.

However, some of the solutions developed with anonymous
communication can serve as a (partial) countermeasure for traf-
fic analysis. For example, onion routing [13], [30] provides pro-
tection from traffic analysis between onion routers, however, it
does not provide end-to-end protection since it does not protect
from traffic analysis at end points. Real-Time Mixes [20] are
able to hide the identities of senders and receivers. But, they do
not prevent traffic analysis between two local exchanges (i.e.,
domains).

Theoretical issues on traffic analysis prevention have been in-
vestigated in [25], [26], [35], [2], [6]. The method proposed in
[25], [26], [35] is to convert a given traffic pattern into so-called
neutral traffic pattern. However, none of these studies consid-
ered the impact of rerouting and padding of the traffic to QoS
requirements. Progress was made in [15] where the system is
able to prevent traffic analysis and guarantee QoS. This work
is limited to a static connection-oriented system where dynamic
arrival of connection is not allowed.

Our study reported in this paper is significantly different from
the previous work in that we do provide complete (end-to-end)
prevention of traffic analysis while guaranteeing worst case de-
lays of payload traffic. We address meeting both security and
real-time requirements in an integrated manner.

III. NETWORK AND TRAFFIC MODEL

In this section, we describe the model and define some termi-
nology used in the following sections.

System Model A network consists of a number of host com-
puters and network devices (e.g., routers or switches). They are
connected by physical links on which packets are forwarded.
For delay computation purposes, we model a router or a switch
as having multiplexers and de-multiplexers at its output and in-
put ports. The queueing delay of the packets happens at the
multiplexer, where the packets compete for the output link. We
denote � as the output link capacity, in bits per second.

We assume that an underlying routing subsystem determines
a unique path between any pairs of hosts. We would, there-
fore, model the network as a fully connected, directed graph,���	��
�����

, with vertices in



being the hosts and the edges
in

�
representing the paths from the source � to the destina-

tion � through some routers in the network. We assume that an

observer can monitor the amount of traffic along each edge of
this graph. Without precautions, this observer can determine
the traffic pattern between each source-destination pair. Our
work will be aimed at preventing such information from being
released to the observer.

Traffic Model We adopt a connection-oriented model to pro-
vide communication services. A connection can be viewed as
a flow of packets from a source to a destination. The defin-
ing characteristic of connection-oriented communication is the
existence of a connection establishment phase preceding the ac-
tual data transfer. At establishment time, connection admission
control (CAC) determines whether a connection request can be
admitted or not and the necessary resources for the new connec-
tion are allocated if the connection can be accepted. During the
lifetime, the connection is controlled by packet scheduling and
policed to ensure that abnormal behavior of a connection does
not affect other connections in the system.

Each connection is characterized by a connection identifier
and a Quality-of-Service (QoS) specification. Typically, the
connection identifier in an IP environment would be the five
tuple consisting of source and destination address/port and the
protocol identifier. In the following discussion, we assume that
the QoS specification defines the traffic (in terms of average rate� and burst size � ) and the deadline requirement ( � ) of the con-
nection. That is, the total amount of traffic during any time in-
terval � � � ����� �

is bounded by ��� �"!#�%$&� � �'� � $&�)( .
Connection oriented communication service is currently pro-

vided by two architectures: Integrated Service (IS) [4] and Dif-
ferentiated Service (DS) [3]. In an IS architecture, different
connections can have different QoS parameters

� � � � � � �
. This

necessitates that information about every connection is kept by
each router along the path for admission control and packet for-
warding purposes. By explicitly computing delays for all con-
nections, admission control makes sure that the deadline re-
quirements for both the new connection and the existing con-
nections can be met. An advantage of the IS architecture is its
flexibility in connection QoS specification. However, IS is dif-
ficult to deploy in large-scale high-speed networks, as it doesn’t
scale well, for two reasons: first, high speed routers are required
to maintain and schedule packets for a large number of connec-
tions. Second, as the number of connections increases, the run-
time overhead (e.g., delay calculation) incurred for connection
establishment and tear-down increases as well.

One step further, the DS architecture takes scalability issues
into account. In DS, connections are partitioned into several pre-
defined classes. QoS parameter and specification of the traffic
carried by the connections are defined on a class-by-class ba-
sis. That is, the QoS of connections in the same class has the
same mathematical representation. Packets of the same class are
served according to a class-based scheduling policy. The result
is that routers inside the network are aware only of aggregations
of connections. In this fashion, the DS architecture makes the
network scalable regardless of the number of connections.

Following the DS architecture, at each link, certain percent-
age of bandwidth is reserved for individual traffic class. With-
out explicit delay calculation, connection admission control can
guarantee that the deadline requirements for both new connec-
tion and existing connections can be met by ensuring that the
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bandwidth usage of individual classes does not go beyond the
reserved portion. This is necessary to provide isolation among
classes and hence to guarantee end-to-end delays to the connec-
tions in each class.

IV. METHODOLOGIES

We model the payload traffic between Host * and Host + as
a random process !-,/.10 � � �2� �4365)( . Considering all the pairs of
hosts in the system, we model the system payload traffic pattern
by a 2-tuple

� , �879�
, where matrix , �6� , .10 � � �8�;:=<>:

is called pay-
load traffic pattern matrix and matrix

7?�@�A7 .B0 �;:=<>:
is called

payload traffic rate matrix, where
7 .10 �DCFE � E

and � E
is the

average rate of the connection G from Host * to Host + .
If an observer is able to monitor the payload traffic in the

system and analyze the statistical characterizations of payload
traffic, e.g., the matrix

7
, she or he can infer some sensitive

information about operational mode of the system. We want to
develop a countermeasure for this kinds of security attack.

To render such kinds of traffic analysis ineffective, we should
deploy appropriate approaches to hide the statistical properties
of the payload traffic. We achieve this by presenting the ob-
server a distorted traffic pattern called camouflaged traffic pat-
tern (CTP). Similarly to payload traffic, we can also model cam-
ouflaged traffic between Host * and Host + as a random process!IHJ.B0 � � �2� �K3L5M( with time-independent mean NO.B0 . Then, we can
model the system camouflaged traffic using camouflaged traf-
fic pattern matrix H �P� H .10 � � �Q�;:/<O:

and camouflaged traffic rate
matrix N �R� N).B0 � :=<O:

. Camouflaged traffic patterns can be either
constant or random in general. In this study, our countermeasure
to the traffic analysis is to make camouflaged traffic pattern as a
periodic process with an average rate of N .B0 �RS

. Even though
an observer can learn the camouflaged traffic pattern, she cannot
derive information on payload traffic pattern. Thus, the goal of
preventing traffic analysis can be achieved.

As discussed earlier, hiding the payload traffic pattern is only
one of our two objectives. The other is to provide QoS guar-
antees. That is, in mission-critical systems, many applications
have real-time requirements, since delay-sensitive data are ex-
changed. We cannot deploy an approach that just hides the pay-
load traffic pattern without taking applications’ real-time dead-
line requirements into account. The key problem is how to ma-
nipulate the payload traffic such that the real traffic in the sys-
tem appears to be the camouflaged traffic pattern and the QoS
requirements of the applications are guaranteed as well.

Towards these purposes, we employ appropriate methodolo-
gies in three stages: system configuration phase, admission con-
trol phase, and run-time phase that together achieve our two ob-
jectives.� During the system configuration phase, a suitable camou-
flaged traffic pattern needs to be determined. Once the camou-
flaged traffic pattern matrix is decided, host-to-host delay will
also be analyzed.� During the admission control phase, a traffic plan is gener-
ated for the newly arrived connection. The traffic plan specifies
how to transmit the traffic of the connection into several routes
without affecting the camouflaged traffic pattern and violating
real-time requirements of the new and existing connections in
the system.

� At run-time, we apply low-level traffic control (by sending ad-
ditional padding traffic on communication paths) to compensate
for fluctuations at connection level so that the real traffic pattern
appears to be the camouflaged traffic pattern.

A. System Configuration Phase

At system configuration phase, a camouflaged traffic pattern
needs to be determined. And then the host-to-host worst-case
delay can be analyzed. In this sub-section, we will discuss how
to determine the camouflaged traffic pattern and how to analyze
the host-to-host worst delay.

A.1 Design of Camouflaged Traffic Pattern

As discussed above, the camouflaged traffic is modeled as a
periodic process. The design of camouflaged traffic pattern is
to select camouflaged traffic rate matrix N . This is important,
since the camouflaged traffic pattern has direct impacts to the
performance of a network. With larger value of the element of
matrix N , more connections can be accepted under the constraint
of camouflaged traffic pattern. However, it also results in larger
delay to the payload packets. This may violate their QoS re-
quirements. With smaller value of the elements of matrix N , the
packets may suffer smaller delay. But this may not allow us to
hide the payload traffic in some cases.

In Integrated-service network, the camouflaged traffic pattern
must be constrained by the link capacity. Assume that the link
capacity is � . We have a system of inequalities: for every linkT

, U
V/WYXJZ-[A\^]1_ NM.104`a� �

(1)

where ,=b)�;c=.10 is the path from Host * to Host + determined by
the underlying system. It says that the sum of the camouflaged
traffic pattern between all the pair of hosts whose paths share the
same link

T
cannot exceed the link capacity � . This system of

inequalities specifies one of the correctness constraints that the
camouflaged traffic pattern must satisfy.

On the other hand, in Differentiated-service network, the
bandwidth (

S � ) provided to a specific class at each link is deter-
mined at system configuration time. That is, the percentage (

S
)

of the link capacity assigned to a specific class is fixed during
the system run-time. Thus, the camouflaged traffic pattern for
DS network must satisfy the following system of inequalities,
for every link

T
, U

V/WYXJZ-[A\ ]d_ NM.10e` S �gf (2)

Obviously, depending on the type of system and the nature of
applications, many constraints can be proposed. Thus, generally
speaking, generating N can be modeled as an optimization prob-
lem. For example, in DS network, a weight h�.10 may be assigned
to the path from Host * to Host + , for all host pairs (say, in or-
der to satisfy some requirement of applications in the system).
The objective is to generate a matrix N , which can maximizeCjiJk .ml 0on : h=.10pN).B0 . We have the following optimization problem:
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Maximize

U
ipk .Al 0on : h .10 N .10 (3)

Subject to

U
V/WYXJZ-[A\^]d_ N .10 ` S � �

(4)

and h .10rq 5 �
(5)

and N .B0rq 5 �&� *ts� + �
(6)

and N).B0 � 5 � * � + �
(7)

Such an optimization problem may be solved using standard
mathematical software package, such as [19], [24].

A.2 Host-to-host Delay Analysis

Once camouflaged traffic pattern is given, we can derive the
host-to-host worst case delay, because the traffic transmitted be-
tween any pair of hosts is known (defined in camouflaged traffic
pattern).

The scheduling policy at a link determines the order in which
packets from a traffic flow are transmitted over the link. Hence,
the link scheduling policy has a direct impact on the delays ex-
perienced by a traffic flow’s packet over the link as well as on
the distortion of the traffic within the network.

The worst-case delay can be calculated. Formulas for the de-
lay of a variety of link scheduling disciplines exist. For links
with a First-Come-First-Served (FCFS) discipline, for example,
the worst case delay experienced by any packet at the link is the
same for any traffic flow traversing it. For a network with FCFS
link scheduling, the maximum delay at a link u is given byvOw l x � �'y#z{J| i � V"}U

E-~��"� E l x � � ��� � �-�
(8)

where � E l x � � �
is the maximum number of packets that can ar-

rive at Link u over its G -th input link during any interval of
length � , and

T x is the number of links that feed into Link u
at the switch. A wealth of delay formulas for other scheduling
policies are available in the literature [9], [12], [14], [22], [29],
[36], [38].

B. Admission Control Phase

Whenever a new connection comes, admission control deter-
mines whether it can be accepted or not. The new connection
can be accepted if a traffic plan on how to transmit the packets
of the new connection without violating the camouflaged traffic
pattern and the deadline requirement can be generated. So the
core of the admission control is traffic planning.

In the following, we will discuss a concept called host-based
rerouting that is useful in our traffic planning. We then focus on
the correctness and generation of a traffic plan.

discussion about what is a correct traffic plan and how to gen-
erate a correct traffic plan.

B.1 Host-based Rerouting

Intuitively, we may use the following algorithm to determine
if a new connection can be accepted:

Step 1. Select the direct path from source to the destina-
tion.

Step 2. If there is a violation of camouflaged traffic pat-
tern, then reject this new connection.

Step 3. If the real-time deadline requirement cannot be
met, then reject it; else accept this new connec-
tion.

The above algorithm uses the direct path to send all the pack-
ets of the accepted connections from their sources to the desti-
nations (hence called direct-sending). Due to the limitation that
only direct path can be used, a connection may not be accepted
because of no available capacity on the direct path due to the
constraint of camouflaged traffic pattern.

Consider the following example with 3 hosts. Suppose that
the chosen camouflaged traffic pattern enforces a stream of 3
MB/sec between any two hosts. This pattern can therefore be
described as follows:

N ���� 5������5������5
�� f (9)

Suppose that, at time instant � , the payload traffic rate matrix
that indicates the rates of existing payload traffic is given by

7�� �� 5�5����5��� 5�5
�� �

(10)

where
7 .10 represents the average rate of the connection from

Host * to Host + .
Now, let’s assume that a new connection from Host � to

Host
�

with bandwidth requirement of � ���M�?��� �p�YH comes.
By the simple direct-sending algorithm mentioned above, it
is obvious that this new connection cannot be accepted, since
4MB/sec exceeds the camouflaged traffic pattern from Host � to
Host

�
(defined by NO�8� � � �?��� �^�YH ).

However, such a connection may be accepted if we reroute
some of its traffic through some intermediate hosts from its
source to its destination so that both the camouflaged traffic pat-
tern and real-time deadline requirements can be met. We call
this approach as host-based rerouting. If host-based rerouting
is allowed1, a traffic plan for this new connection can be gener-
ated as follows: two paths, a direct path (from Host � to Host

�
)

and a rerouting path (from Host � through Host � to Host
�
),

can be used to transmit the traffic of the new connection, where
the amount of traffic of the new connections assigned to these
two paths is � �?��� �^�^H and � �?��� �^�^H , respectively. After this
new connection is admitted, the new payload traffic rate matrix
becomes:

7 :#�;� � �� 5 �����5������5
�� f (11)

The benefit of host-based rerouting is to increase the admis-
sion probability.�

Here we assumes that the deadline is large enough to do host-based rerouting.
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B.2 Traffic Planning

A traffic plan for a new admitted connection specifies
how its payload packets are transmitted. Formally, a traffic
plan can be expressed by two vectors:

� , �� [ � , � � [ � fpfJf � ,/�� [ � and�A  �� [ ��  �� [ � fpfJf �2  �� [ �
, where � is the source and � is the destina-

tion, ¡ is the total number of paths (including direct-path and
host-based rerouting path) in the traffic plan, host-based rerout-
ing path , . � [ �£¢ � � * � � * � � fJfJf � *¥¤ � � q specifies path * , start-
ing with the source � , a sequence of the intermediate hosts* � � *¦� � fpfJf � * ¤ , and ending with the destination � . The length
of , . � [ can be 2, i.e., , . � [ �£¢ � � � q , which means this path is
the direct path.

  .� [ specifies the amount of the payload traffic
transmitted along Path * . We say, , E� [ passes through

¢ � � � q ,
if , . � [ �£¢ � � fJfpf � * � + � fJfpf � � q
B.3 Correctness of Traffic Planning

The acceptance of the new connection should not affect the
camouflaged traffic pattern or cause the real-time requirements
of the new and existing connections be missed. So a correct
traffic plan for the new connection must satisfy a number of con-
straints, which we discuss in the following.

By stabilization constraint, we mean that the new and existing
connections’ payload traffic can be sent according to their traffic
plan without the real traffic pattern exceeding the camouflaged
traffic pattern. Formally, for any given host pair

¢ * � + q ,U
Xp§¨-© passes through n/.Al 0oª   E«^¬ `�N .10 f (12)

Conservation constraint ensures that the correct amount of
traffic is rerouted at each node. If a node is the source or desti-
nation of the traffic, the aggregate output or input traffic must be
equal to the outgoing or incoming payload traffic, respectively.
Formally, �UE-~��   E.10 �7 .10 (13)

at the source Host * , and �UE-~��   E.10 �7 .10 (14)

at the destination Host + .
If a node is used as intermediate node in some rerouting

path(s), the aggregate input rerouting traffic of this node must
be equal to its aggregate output rerouting traffic. That is,U

X §]d_ passes through n « l ¬ ª   E.10 � U
X §]1_ passes through n ¬ l � ª   E.10 �

(15)
where ®¯s� * and ®�s� + .

Delay constraint ensures that the real-time requirements are
met, that is, that all traffic can be sent to its destination by its
respective deadline. Formally,vO°�±.10 `%� T .10 �

(16)

where
v °�±.10 is the worst-case message delay experienced by the

traffic flow from Host * to Host + considering rerouting and ad-
dition of padding traffic. Determining end-to-end delays

v °�±.10
in this case is somewhat complicated by the fact that we do host-
based rerouting and traffic padding. We can derive it based on
the result of host-to-host worst case delay discussed in Section
IV-A.2.

In order to determine the end-to-end delay of connections, we
distinguish between the direct path of the connection, which is
the path from the source host to the destination host as deter-
mined by the underlying routing subsystem (e.g., OSPF), and
the rerouted path, which is the path assigned to the connec-
tion by the traffic planner. We denote the worst-case delays of
messages along the two paths by

v °�± ² .´³ �;µ [.10 and
v °�± ³ � ³�¶ « [ �.10 ,

respectively. Once the delays along the direct paths within
the network are known, the value for

v °�± ³ � ³8¶ « [ �.10 is deter-
mined by taking the maximum of the delays along all the
host-based rerouting paths used to transmit the traffic between
the two hosts. The delay along each rerouting path is com-
puted by summing up the delays on the direct paths between
host-based routers on the rerouting path, i.e.

v °�± ³ � ³�¶ « [ �.B0 �
�'yIzM· E �¸C6¹ X §]d_ ¹ º �¤ ~ i v °�± º ² .»³ �Qµ [.»¼&l .´¼�½M¾ �

, where ¿ , E.B0 ¿ is the length of the

host-based rerouting path , E.10 , * i � * and * ¹ X §]1_ ¹ � + . The end-

to-end worst case delay
v °�±.B0 of a traffic flow is then formulated

as: v °�±.B0 � �'y#z � v °�± ² .´³ �;µ [.10 � v °�± ³ � ³�¶ « [ �.10 � f (17)

B.4 Traffic Plan Generation Algorithm

We have discussed the correctness constraints of a traffic plan.
Now we address how to generate a correct traffic plan for the
new connection.

We embed the traffic planning procedure into the connection
establishment of the underlying network service. A framework
for a Traffic Planning Algorithm is illustrated in figure 1. The
traffic planner needs to determine whether admitting the new
connection would violate either the camouflaged traffic pattern
or the QoS requirements of a connection. If any of the two is
violated, the connection establishment request must be rejected.

Selecting the path to transmit the traffic of the new connection
is important, not only because it is related to the QoS require-
ment, but also because it has direct impact on the effectiveness
of the algorithm (bad path selection can cause the lower admis-
sion probability). In this traffic planner, both direct path and
rerouted path can be selected. The second step of the algorithm
is to check if delay constraint can be met. In IS network, when-
ever a new connection comes, delay should be analyzed to make
sure that the real-time deadline requirement of this new connec-
tion and other existing connections be met. Thus the delay con-
straints can be guaranteed. In DS network, the delay constraints
can be easily guaranteed by checking the bandwidth usage of
the class which the new connection belongs to does not exceed
the pre-defined resource reservation for this class.

By carefully selecting the host-based rerouting paths and the
amount of payload traffic transmitted along the selected paths,
the traffic plan can satisfy the stabilization constraints. Conser-
vation constraints can be satisfied by enforcing the intermediate
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Fig. 1. Framework for Traffic Planner Algorithm

host(s) work in a work-conserving manner.

C. Run-time Phase

Traffic padding means that some necessary dummy packets
are injected into the network in order to make the traffic pat-
tern as camouflaged traffic pattern. The traffic padding process
has direct impact on camouflaged traffic pattern. Two decisions
need to be made beforehand in the traffic padding process: when
the dummy traffic should be generated and how much dummy
traffic is needed.

The padding process is illustrated in Figure 2. The result
of the padding process is that a composition of padding traf-
fic and payload traffic (including direct and rerouted traffic) is
generated. We call the resulting traffic pattern Real Traffic Pat-
tern (RTP). The real traffic pattern may not exactly be the same
as the camouflaged traffic pattern due to some uncontrollable
factors, for example, the periodic timer in the practical operat-
ing systems may not be activated periodically due to the CPU
scheduling. The objective of the padding process is to make the
real traffic pattern to match the camouflaged traffic pattern as
closely as possible.

...

Real Traffic Pattern

...

Payload Traffic

Padding (Dummy) Traffic

Fig. 2. Traffic Padding Process

C.1 Ideal Padding Algorithm

Figure 3 shows an ideal padding algorithm that generates
Constant Bit Rate (CBR) traffic with a rate of

S
packets per

time unit. The traffic pattern is one packet every time period�@ . From this pattern, an observer cannot infer any information
about the payload traffic pattern except that the payload traffic
on each link does not exceed one packet every

�@ time units.

ACB�DFEGDFH5B�IKJMLN LODQP<RSDFTFEGUWV�TFEXDQRYBXZOVMEX[�B�\1],E�^�R�_`DQTFEXU`V�aKEXDbDQRMTFIc/A�d�e�fSL Ng�h!i�j RMTQk�DQH5[?R7a,RMTQH5B1_mlnpo BKLg�h5g HqZ=DQP<RMTFRSHrJ#aKEsk�t5B;E�_WaKE�Vvu�RwDg�h x DQP<RMIyJbRMIK_zHqDM{g�h | RMtrJbR*JbRMIK_zB�\1DCB�I<RY_1\<[?[2kzaKE�Vvu�R}D�{
Fig. 3. Ideal Padding Algorithm

C.2 Practical Padding Algorithms

The ideal padding algorithm in Figure 3 assumes that the sys-
tem has a ideal timer. The timer can be set to a very high pre-
cision, and the triggered timer interrupt is served immediately.
However, general-purpose operating systems have a limitation
on timer period precision (say, 10 milliseconds in Windows NT
and Solaris). This makes the ideal algorithm impractical, and
better algorithms must be found. Below we describe two such
algorithms which differ on how incoming packets are being han-
dled.

So it is not a practical algorithm and then we develop the fol-
lowing practical padding algorithms.

Non-work-conserving algorithm In this algorithm (see Figure
4), a timer expires every ~ time units. Whenever a new packet
arrives, it is not sent out immediately, but is held until the next
timer expiration. Thus the traffic pattern looks like a fixed num-
ber of packets that are transmitted whenever the timer expires.
The disadvantage of this algorithm is that it holds the payload
packets until the timer expires. This introduces unnecessary de-
lay. In some cases, this delay may not be acceptable for real-
time applications.

Work-conserving algorithm In this algorithm (see Figure 5),
whenever a new packets comes, it is sent out immediately. Some
(necessary dummy) packets are transmitted when the timer ex-
pires. With this algorithm, an average of

S ~ packets are trans-
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Fig. 4. Non-work-conserving Padding Algorithm

mitted every time period ~ . In a particular timer period, how-
ever, the exact traffic amount being transmitted may not always
be

S ~ due to randomness of packet arrivals. That is, there may
be an difference between the real traffic pattern and the targeted
camouflaged traffic pattern. We will further analyze this in Sec-
tion VI.

À�Á�ÂvÃXÂFÄ5Á�Å,ÆMÇÈ ÇOÂQÉKÊ7ÂQËvÃXÌWÍSËvÃXÂFÊYÁ�Î!ÍMÃ�Ï�Á�Ð<Ñ
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Fig. 5. Work-conserving Padding Algorithm

V. IMPLEMENTATION OF NETCAMO SYSTEM

We have implemented the above proposed methodologies in a
protype system called NetCamo on a Windows NT platform. In
the following, we will first give an overview of the architecture
of NetCamo, and then shortly elabrate on the implementation.

A. Architecture

NetCamo  System  Architecture

NetCamo Network Controller

Host Agent Host Agent

Router AgentRouter Agent
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Fig. 6. Architecture of NetCamo

An overview of the architecture of a NetCamo system is illus-
trated in Figure 6. NetCamo system consists of two major com-

ponents: the NetCamo Network Controller and the NetCamo
Host Controller.

The NetCamo Network Controller contains the NetCamo
Traffic Manager, the Router Agent and the Host Agent. The
NetCamo Traffic Manager is responsible for delay calculation,
real-time connection admission control and traffic planning. It
generates a plan that specifies if and how the payload packets
should be rerouted according to the connection’s traffic speci-
fication and QoS requirement. The Router Agent controls and
monitors the router in the network. The Host Agent accepts
the connection admission and tear-down requests from the ap-
plications and forwards them to the NetCamo Traffic Manager.
It also forwards the traffic plan information from the NetCamo
Traffic Manager to the NetCamo Host Controller for policing
and rerouting of the traffic.

NetCamo Host Controller resides on each host and contains
two modules: the Host Manager and the Traffic Controller. The
Traffic Controller is implemented as a kernel-mode driver for
rerouting packets, sending necessary dummy packets, and for-
warding rerouted packets from other hosts. The Host Manager
forwards the traffic plan information from NetCamo Network
Controller to the traffic controller and controls/monitors the ac-
tivity of the traffic controller on each host.

Applications can call the NetCamo API to setup or teardown a
connection. The connection admission or release request is sub-
mitted to a Host Agent and then to the NetCamo Traffic Man-
ager for admission control. The NetCamo Traffic Manager noti-
fies all the related the NetCamo Host Controllers about the new
connection if this connection can be accepted and replies the ap-
plication with accept or reject information. Applications that are
H.323 [34] compliant (e.g., Microsoft NetMeeting) can submit
the admission/teardown request via the H.323 Gatekeeper. The
advantage is that our NetCamo implementation can be compati-
ble with the application. It is very easy to be deployed. We call
this upward-compatibility.

B. Implementation Details

As mentioned above, NetCamo consists of two components:
NetCamo Network Controller and NetCamo Host Controller.
Furthermore, these two components are composed of several
modules respectively: NetCamo Network Controller contains
three modules NetCamo Traffic Manager, Router Agent and
Host Agent, and NetCamo Host Controller contains two mod-
ules: Host Manager and Traffic Controller. Among these mod-
oles, Traffic Controller plays a key role in the whole system.
We take it as the example to introduce some details of NetCamo
system implementation.

In principle, the traffic controller can be implemented in sev-
eral different layers, such as data link, network, transport, or
even application layer. We chose to implement it as a NDIS
intermediate driver in Windows NT [23]. It is within the lower
sub-layer of the network layer, just above the device driver layer,
below the IP layer in the context of the TCP/IP protocol suite
(Figure 7). An implementation at this layer performs better than
realizations at higher layers and is easier to implement than at
the data link layer. By this, downward compatibility can be
achieved in the sense that no modifications to network drivers
are needed.
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Fig. 8. Internal Architecture of Traffic Controller

Figure 8 also shows the internal architecture of the traffic con-
troller. Whenever a packet arrives from the network, the traffic
controller checks if the local host is this packet’s true destina-
tion. If yes, the packet is forwarded to the higher layer in the
protocol stack. If the packet is a dummy packet, it simply gets
dropped. If the packet is intended to be rerouted, it is forwarded
to the packet sending queue, where it gets sent back into the net-
work. The traffic controller maintains two queues for each host
(except itself) in the network (in Figure 8, H1, H2, and H3 are
the other three hosts): the packet sending queue and the dummy
packet queue. The transmission module acts as a static priority
scheduler, in which the dummy packet queue has a lower prior-
ity, and the packet sending queue has a higher priority. When
a packet comes from the higher layer, it is put into the packet
sending queue of the traffic controller. Finally, the packets in
the packet sending queue are sent to the network. In the mean-
time, dummy packets are injected to the network as needed. In
this fashion, packets to every other host are sent out according
to the rate defined in the camouflaged traffic rate matrix.

VI. EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of NetCamo. As
discussed, the objective of NetCamo is to prevent traffic analysis
while providing delay-guaranteed services. We use the follow-
ing two performance metrics to evaluate NetCamo in terms of
quality of the padding and in terms of utilization of available
resources:
1. Padding Error Ratio ( ø ��ù

): This metric gives an indication
about the quality of the padding by measuring the relative er-
ror between the real traffic pattern and the desired camouflaged
traffic pattern. The smaller the PER is, the better the real traffic
pattern matches the camouflaged traffic pattern.
Given that for the Non-Work-Conserving algorithm, its ø ��ù

is
zero, we focus on the error analysis for the Work-Conserving
algorithm.
2. Admission Probability ( ú*ø ): ú7ø is defined as the probabil-

ity of a connection being admitted. It can be estimated by

ú*ø � � Z�&³ f (18)

where � Z is the number of connections admitted and �ú³ the
number of connections requested for admission in a session. The
larger ú7ø , the more QoS-guaranteed connections admitted and
the better the system performance.

TABLE I

NOTATIONS

Term Descriptionû
Observation period used by the observer.~ time-out value for the periodic timer.S
the camouflaged traffic rate.ü
Rate parameter of Poisson Traffic.

Table I is a list of notations we will use in the following anal-
ysis.

A. Padding Error Evaluation

The quality of a padding can be measured by comparing the
real traffic pattern to the desired camouflaged traffic pattern.
We compare these two patterns using the Padding Error Ratio
(PER). The ø ��ù

represents the relative error between the real
traffic pattern and the desired camouflaged traffic pattern. The
comparison is done over an observation period. Let ý be the
length of the observation period.

Let þ � � � ý � � � denote the difference between the real traffic
and the desired camouflaged traffic pattern during the time inter-
val from � � ý to (not including) � . Then we define the padding
error ratio as:

ø ��ù � ÿ � � þ � � � � ý � � � �ý S �
(19)

where ý S
is the desired camouflaged traffic in time interval � � �

ý � � � .
In the following, we will derive a formula for ø ��ù

and then
validate this formula with a series of experiments.

A.0.a Theoretical Analysis. ø ��ù
measures the quality of

padding, i.e., how well the real traffic pattern matches the de-
sired camouflaged traffic pattern. Quality of padding can be
measured by the relative error between the real traffic pattern
and the desired camouflaged traffic pattern. ý is the observation
period used by the observer.

In the theoretical analysis, we have the following assump-
tions:
1. Traffic padding algorithm uses an arbitrarily precise periodic
timer.
2. For convenience of explanation, we assume that ý is integral
multiple of ~ . It is easy to extend the following result to the
general case.
3. The observation window starts in-phase with a timer period.
In other words, the observation period starts when a timer ex-
pires, and ends when a timer expires as well.
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The observation window starts and ends at the time instants
when timer is activated. In this way, the essence of padding
error can be easily explored.
4. Without loss of generality, we assume that the arrival traffic
follows a Poisson process. Although this model of traffic may
not be accurate, it’s sufficient for us to evaluate the padding al-
gorithm.

These assumptions simplify our analysis. With these assump-
tions, we can derive Theorem 1.

Theorem 1: Under the assumptions above, the padding error
ratio is

ø ��ùL�CB � ü ~ý S f (20)

Detailed proof of theorem 1 can be found in Appendix.

A.0.b Experimental Results. The assumptions made in order to
prove Theorem 1 may not hold in a real system. For example, in
the practical systems, such as Solaris or Windows NT operating
system, the periodic timer may not be exactly periodic. Our
experimenal purpose is to verify whether the theoretical result is
robust or not when some of these assumtions are violated.

Figure 9 shows both the theoretical value and the measures
for ø ��ù

as a function of traffic rate
ü

for three different timer
periods. In the figure, the three curves show the theoretical re-
sults, while three sets of points show the experimental results at
3 different timer periods.

From figure 9, we can make the following observations:
1. The experimental results are very close to the corresponding
theoretical values. This illustrates that the formula for ø ��ù

in
Theorem 1 is robust; that is, it can be used to precisely predict
the padding error even though some assumptions are not true.
2. For a specific timer period, the greater

ü
, the greater ø ��ù

.
For Poisson traffic,

ü
reflects the magnitude of the variance.

Thus, the difficulty of camouflaging increases as the traffic vari-
ance increases. This is consistent with intuition.
3. The greater the timer period, the greater ø ��ù

. The reason is
that the variance of the amount of payload traffic is larger with
the timer period is larger.
4. We can see from Figure 9 that when the period of the period-
ical timer is 10ms, PER is less than 1%. In many practical op-
erating systems, a timer with period of 10 millisecond is readily
available. Thus, NetCamo can generate the real traffic pattern

which is very close to the targeted camouflaged traffic pattern in
the sense that the ø ��ù

is very small.

B. Admission Probability Evaluation

In order to evaluate the amount by which camouflaging af-
fects the capability to support QoS sensitive applications, we
compare the admission probability of systems with and without
camouflaging. We run a suite of experiments on three systems
all of which provide QoS guarantees: (1) Baseline A represents
a system without traffic camouflaging. (2) Baseline B repre-
sents a system that uses only traffic padding, with no rerouting
in case of resource shortage. (3) NetCamo represents a system
with both host-based rerouting and padding. All three systems
employ our real-time delay analysis technology. In our evalua-
tion, the first two systems will be used as the baseline systems
to the third system, i.e. NetCamo.

We evaluate the above system in a star network with one
router and four hosts. All hosts are connected to the router by
links with the same capacity of 100 Mbps.

We evaluate the admission control behavior in a system where
requests for connection establishment form a Poisson process
with rate

ü
, while connection lifetimes are exponentially dis-

tributed with an average lifetime of 10 seconds for each flow.
Source and destination hosts of connections are chosen ran-
domly. All generated connections have a fixed burst size of
12,000 bits, and a flow rate of 360000bps. The end-to-end delay
requirement of all connections is fixed at 20ms.
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Fig. 10. Admission Probability Comparison of NetCamo, Baseline A and Base-
line B

B.0.c Numerical Results and Observations. Figure 10 shows
the admission probabilities in the three systems as a function of
arrival rates. Figure 10 (a) shows the results of three systems in
the experiment run with the camouflaged traffic pattern in which
a bandwidth of 2.4 Mbps is reserved as camouflaged traffic pat-
tern between any two hosts (i.e., the elements in the camou-
flaged traffic pattern matrix are all 2.4 Mbps). Similarly, Figure
10 (b) illustrates the results of three systems with a camouflaged
traffic pattern of 1.2 Mbps between any two hosts. From these
results, we can make the following observations:
1. As it should be, in systems with larger bandwidth in the
camouflaged traffic pattern, more connections can be admitted,
hence we get higher admission probabilities.
2. We found that Baseline A system can always achieve the
highest admission probabilities among the three systems. The
reason is that without limitation of camouflaged traffice pattern,
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in System Baseline A, as along as there are enough link capac-
ities along the path of the coming flow, the flow will be always
admitted.
3. NetCamo can achieve higher admission probabilites than
System Baseline B. In most cases, it achieves a performance
similar to System Baseline A. For example, in Figure 10 (b),
when

ü
is �#fB5 , the admission probability of NetCamo is 5Of*HJI

while the AP of System Baseline B is 0.58. These observations
can be explained by the fact that rerouting approach provides
more flexibility to System NetCamo than System Baseline B in
selecting path for the coming connection.

VII. SUMMARY

In this paper, we have discussed the methodologies used in
our NetCamo system that is able to prevent traffic analysis and
guarantee message deadlines. We take an integrated approach
and realize it in three system phases:� At the system configuration phase, correct camouflaged traffic
parameters are derived in accordance to various constraints of
the system. Delays along individual communication links are
also analyzed.� At the admission control phase, a traffic plan is generated for
the newly arrived connection. The traffic plan specifies how to
distribute the traffic of the connection into several routers so that
both camouflaging and delay requirements are met.� At run-time phase, traffic control is applied at a low layer
by sending additional dummy traffic on communication paths
to compensate for fluctuation of traffic at connection level so
that the real traffic is consistent with desired camouflaged traffic
pattern.

As mentioned earlier, our work is the first that addresses both
problems of preventing traffic analysis and guaranteeing worst
case delays in an integrated manner. Our NetCamo is the first
implemented system that can offer this kind of secured real-time
communication services in an open IP network. Comprehensive
performance evaluation has been carried out. The performance
data we collected demonstrates that our NetCamo system is ef-
fective and efficient. In NetCamo, the error between targeted
time invariant traffic and real camouflaged traffic can be as small
as one percent, and at the same time the probability to guaran-
tee a real-time connection is still relatively high. These facts
indicate that with our innovative camouflage and traffic plan-
ning technologies, the NetCamo system can effectively camou-
flage the network traffic without compromising real-time capa-
bility. The reader is referred to http://netcamo.cs.tamu.edu for
the newest development on our NetCamo system.

Given the initial success of the NetCamo system, we are cur-
rently investigating several extensions. We are considering to
let the network have multiple modes of camouflaged traffic pat-
terns. We believe this will allow the network to mislead an
intruder more effectively. For example, we may like to show
a ”peace time” status of the network while an alert has been
set. Meanwhile, when the system is really in peace time, we
may want it to appear to be in an alert status. Another exten-
sion we are working on is to decentralize NetCamo network
controller in order to improve its efficiency when working in a
large distributed environment. Finally, as we mentioned earlier,
NetCamo effectively camouflages payload traffic pattern while

TABLE II

NOTATIONS USED IN PROVING THEOREM 1

Notation Descriptionû
Observation period used by the observer~ The period of timerS
The camouflaged traffic rateü
Rate of Poisson trafficK ��LY�
The total number of payload packets sent in
time interval [0,t)M ��LY�
The total number of dummy packets sent in
time interval [0,t)N ��Lt�POI��L^�
The difference between the real traffic and the
camouflaged traffic in time interval � � �QOY� � � ,
where

O
is any non-negative real numberR ��Lt�SOY��LY�

The number of payload packets (coming from
the high layer) sent in time interval � � �TOY� � � ,
that is, U � � �POY� � �ð� ø � � ��� ø � � �PO#�

V ��Lt�SOY��L^�
The number of dummy packets sent in time in-
terval � � �WOY� � � , that is, X � � �WOY� � �ú� � � � ��� � � �PO#�

traditional encryption technology camouflages the payload con-
tent. There are many other components that may need to be
camouflaged in a communication system, including location and
type of hosts, network topology, etc. We are studying various is-
sues related to camouflage of these and other components that
may be of interest to an intruder.

APPENDIX

In this appendix, we prove Theorem 1 and derive a formula
for the padding error ratio ø �`ù

.
Table II gives a list of notations we will use here.
By using the definitions for U � � �YOY� � � , X � � �YOY� � � and þ � � �

OY� � � , we can formulate the difference between the real traffic and
the camouflaged traffic during an observation period as follows:

þ � � � ý � � �ð�jS ý �a� U � � � ý � � � �ZX � � � ý � � �Q� f (21)

Recalling the definition of ø �`ù
in 19,

ø ��ù � ÿ � � þ � � � � ý � � � �ý S �
we need the following three lemmas before proving Theorem 1.

Lemma 1:S\[ ~ � X � � � ¡ � ~ �%��[ � � � ~ � � � ¡ � ~��©~ ��]U � � � ¡ � ~ �^[ ~ � � � ¡ � ~ �2�
(22)

where both ¡ � and
[

are integers and
[ q 5 .

Proof: According to the padding algorithm, at time instant
t, dummy packets are sent out to pad the real traffic sent during� � � ~ � � � , so the payload traffic between � � � ~ � � � and padding
traffic between � � � �Ö� ~ �

is equal to the camouflaged traffic dur-
ing the interval of ~ .S ~ � X � � � �Ö�©~ � �WU � � � ~ � � � f (23)
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In general, dummy packets during � � � GK~ � � � GK~ � ~ �
are

sent to pad the payload traffic sent during � � � G,~ � ~ � � � GK~ �
.

SoS ~ � X � � � GK~ � � � GK~��©~ � �_U � � � GK~ � ~ � � � GK~ � f (24)

Substituting G � ¡ � � ¡ � � � �(`(`6`o� ¡ � � ��[�� � �
into ( 24), we

haveS ~ � X � � � ¡ � ~ � � � ¡ � ~��ó~ ��]U � � � ¡ � ~ � ~ � � � ¡ � ~ �2�
(25)S ~ � X � � � ¡ � ~ � ~ � � � ¡ � ~ ��]U � � � ¡ � ~ � � ~ � � � ¡ � ~ � ~ �2�
(26)S ~ � X � � � ¡ � ~ � � ~ � � � ¡ � ~ � ~ ��]U � � � ¡ � ~ � �;~ � � � ¡ � ~ � � ~ �2�
(27)

...S ~ � X � � � ¡ � ~ �a��[ � � � ~ � � � ¡ � ~ �a��[ � � � ~ ��]U � � � ¡ � ~ �P[ ~ � � � ¡ � ~ �a��[ � � � ~ � f (28)

Adding both sides of (25),
`(`(`

, (28), we haveS\[ ~ � : º �U
. ~ i X � � � ¡ � ~ � */~ � � � ¡ � ~ �a� * � � � ~ � �: º �U
. ~ i U � � � ¡ � ~ �%� *Ì�� � ~ � � � ¡ � ~ � */~ � f (29)

From the definitions of
R ��Lt�SOY��LY�

and
V ��LÒ�SOY��LY�

, it is obvi-
ous : º �U

. ~ i X � � � ¡ � ~ � */~ � � � ¡ � ~ �� * � � � ~ �à�
X � � � ¡ � ~ �a��[ � � � ~ � � � ¡ � ~��ó~ �-�

(30)

and : º �U
. ~ i U � � � ¡ � ~ �a� *Ö�j� � ~ � � � ¡ � ~ � */~ �à�

U � � � ¡ � ~ �^[ ~ � � � ¡ � ~ � f (31)

Substituting (30) and (31) into (29), we haveS\[ ~ � X � � � ¡ � ~ �%��[ � � � ~ � � � ¡ � ~��©~ ��]U � � � ¡ � ~ �^[ ~ � � � ¡ � ~ � f
Lemma 2:

þ � � � ý � � �� U � � � ý � ~ � � � ý � � U � � � ~ � � � f (32)
Proof: By (21), þ � � � ý � � ��FS ý � U � � � ý � � ��� X � � �

ý � � � . Recall that we assume ý is integral multiple of ~ .
By definition of U � � � ý � � � and X � � � ý � � � , we have

U � � � ý � � � � ø � � ��� ø � � � ý �� ø � � ��� ø � � � ~ ��2ø � � � ~ �ð� ø � � � ý �2�
(33)

X � � � ý � � � � � � � ��� � � � � ý �� � � � � ý��©~ ��� � � � � ý ��K� � � ��� � � � � ý �©~ � f (34)

Substituting ý �ba ~ , (33), and (34) into (21), we have

þ � � � ý � � � � S ~�� S&��a � � � ~� � ø � � � � ø � � � ~ � �÷ø � � � ~ �ð� ø � � � ý � �� � � � � � ý �©~ �ð� � � � � ý ��K� � � � � � � � � ý �÷~ � � f (35)

By algebraic manipulation of (35), we have

þ � � � ý � � � � S ~ � � � � � � ý �©~ ��� � � � � ý � �� � ø � � � � ø � � � ~ � � � SÂ�ca � � � ~� � ø � � � ~ ��� ø � � � ý � ��� � � �� � � � � ý��ó~ � �� S ~ � X � � � ý � � � ý �ó~ ��� U � � � ~ � � �� S&��a � � � ~ � � U � � � ý � � � ~ ��dX � � � ý �ó~ � � � � f (36)

Substituting ¡ � � � ��[ �ba�� � into (22), we have

U � � � ý � � � ~ � �WX � � � ý �÷~ � � ��jSÂ�ca � � � ~Of (37)

Substituting G �ea
into (23), we haveS ~ � X � � �Ya ~ � � �@a ~t� ~ � �/U � � �@a ~ � ~ � � �@a ~ � f (38)

Because ý �ea ~ , thenS ~ � X � � � ý � � � ý��©~ � �_U � � � ý � ~ � � � ý � f (39)

By algebraic manipulation of (39), we haveS ~ � X � � � ý � � � ý �©~ �à� U � � � ý � ~ � � � ý � f (40)

Substitute (37) and (40) into (36), we have

þ � � � ý � � �� U � � � ý � ~ � � � ý � � U � � � ~ � � � f
Following Lemma 2, we can derive next lemma.
Lemma 3: The second-order moment of the difference be-

tween camouflaged traffic and real traffic is given by� � þ � � � � ý � � � � � � ü ~Of (41)
Proof: By Lemma 2,

� � þ � � � ý � � � � � U � � � ý � ~ � � �
ý �"� U � � � ~ � � � . According to the definition of Poisson process
and U � � �fOY� � � , U � � �eOY� � � also yields obedience to Poisson
distribution. Moreover, because there is no overlap between in-
terval � � � ý � ~ � � � ý �

and � � � ~ � � � , U � � � ý � ~ � � � ý �
and

U � � � ~ � � � are independent from each other. Furthermore,�'� U � � � ý � ~ � � � ý � � ü ~ �
(42)�'� U � � � ~ � � �8� � ü ~ �
(43)�'� U � � � � ý � ~ � � � ý �8� � ü ~£� ü � ~ � �
(44)�'� U � � � � ~ � � �8� � ü ~£� ü � ~ � �
(45)

Following the definition of U � � �dOY� � � , X � � �gOY� � � and þ � � �dOY� � � ,
we have� � þ � � � � ý � � � � ��'�Q� U � � � � ý � ~ � � � ý �Q� � �'� U � � � � ~ � � �8�� � �'� U � � � ý � ~ � � � ý �Q���'� U � � � ~ � � �Q� f (46)
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Now, substituting (42), (43), (44), and (45) into (46), we have� � þ � � � � ý � � � � � � ü ~>f
Substituting (41) into (19), we have Theorem 1 proved.

Theorem 1

ø �`ù �CB � ü ~S ý f
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